
Green Brigade: The Environment Society of CVS

NAME OF
THE
EVENT

NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS

DATE OF THE
EVENT

VANJEEVOTSAV:
DRUNK ‘N WILDLIFE

70 4TH OCTOBER
2021

VANJEEVOTSAV:
JUNGLE SAFARI

670 5TH OCTOBER
2021

VANJEEVOTSAV
EXPLORING

THE
IGNORED

590 6TH OCTOBER
2021

PLASTIC
DONATION
DRIVE

40 3RD MARCH 2022

VASUDHA:
THE SOLUTION

ROOM

150 8TH APRIL 2022

VASUDHA:
THE
LAUGH
LAB

150 8TH APRIL 2022

VASUDHA:
BRAIN DATES

40 8TH APRIL 2022

VASUDHA: TALENT
SHOW

200 8TH APRIL 2022
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INITIATIVE/
CAMPAIGN
NAME

DESCRIPTION IMAGE

Green Calendar An initiative in which on every 1st day
of the month we post a reel
mentioning all the topics we'll be
presenting on our social media
handles in that month.

Fridays for Future Friday’s for future is a weekly series
in which a reel covering current
affairs related to the environment or
initiatives were taken for the
betterment of the environment in that
whole week is covered. The aim is to
make the viewers aware of the
situation and encourage them to take
positive steps towards it.



Interactive Story We occasionally share quizzes/polls
on our social media platforms
through stories on various
environment-related days such as on
Akshay urja day, wolf day, elephant
day, world rangers day, etc.

National Tree
Day Campaign

The team members had planted
saplings and encouraged their
friends and family to do the same on
this day to celebrate a bond of
friendship with trees. The aim was to
remind people of the importance of
the environment and how humans
and nature are interdependent.

Independence
Day

An attempt to reflect the versatility of
plastics and their productive usage.

Our post also talked about how the
Indian army has taken significant
steps to improve the green cover in
the Himalayas.



International Dog
Day

A special mention of dogs that the
majority oversees. Our motive was
to make viewers rethink their
actions, reflect upon them and be
grateful towards dogs instead of
treating them respectfully.

Diwali Campaign The team tried to remind the viewers
of their actions that cause severe
harm to the environment. We
suggested that our audience stop
any way of celebration that
contributes to pollution, and to make
people aware of how burning
crackers is contributing to polluting
the environment.

Green Campaign The team spread awareness about
various sustainable and clean
energies sources such as Wind
Energy, Geothermal Energy, Solar
Energy, and Hydro Energy.

This campaign was to make the
general public realize that now is the
time to act in the favor of the Earth.



Quora account In October, we started our Quora
account.

On this platform, we answer different
types of environmental questions

and people’s queries related to the
environment. Our motive is to
connect with the audience and give
them satisfactory answers which
make them think twice before taking
any step that disturbs the relationship
between humans and the
environment.

Green Brigade
Wall at Campus

Since the college reopened, the
society surfaced its image on a part of
the college wall by means of
creativity.

The Green Brigade logo was put on
the wall and a Vertical Garden was
created.

VANJEEVOTSAV: An initiative to save the Wildlife

It was a three-day fest but, filled with exciting events which thrilled the throng with elation.
Events like 'DUNK N’ WILDLIFE', 'JUNGLE SAFARI' and 'EXPLORING THE
IGNORED' were organized which enthralled the participants and audiences.

Below are the details of each event respectively;

1) Dunk ‘n Wildlife: Let’s hear it from our reformers

DATE: 4thOctober 2021
TIME: 4 PM



VENUE: Google Meet and Youtube Live
An informative and engrossing workshop was held, where 3 guest speakers were invited
to throw light on various aspects of the environment and its conservation.
The first speaker, Durga Prasad Srivastava, a wildlife researcher spoke on quite a
unique but interesting topic - “Jungle Craft: From Leaves to Animal Movement.” Mr
Srivastava is a trained biosocial conservation researcher who grew up in the concrete
jungle of Capital City, Delhi. His love for wildlife provoked him to pursue Masters in
Environmental Studies from the University of Delhi. He went on describing the movements
of various living beings which the audience found to be intriguing. He also talked about
the various types of tracks animals leave behind. He explained how the presence of
certain animals can be understood by things such as footprints, excreta, and even dead
and half-consumed prey with a focus on large carnivores.

After the first speaker session, our hosts organized a “Guess the Gibberish” game in
which the audience guessed the right word by interpreting the Gibberish.

Gaurav Barhodiya, the second speaker, is currently positioned as PhD researcher with
the Dept of Environmental Studies, University of Delhi.
He is also serving as the State Coordinator of Delhi for the Indian Turtles conservation
action network(ITCAN). Not only this, but he has also worked with organisations like
WCCB (wildlife crime control bureau, govt of India ) and WTI (wildlife trust of India) in
busting various wildlife crimes related to reptiles in India. He kept the enthusiasm going
by describing the Urban Biodiversity and the Snakes of Delhi, which was again an
uncommon topic but Mr Barhodiya described it beautifully. He spoke about the common
snakes of Delhi. He showed some of the commonly found snakes and talked about their
characteristics as well. Along with this, he educated us about certain myths regarding
snakes as well.

The third topic was related to how one can do his bit to ensure environment conservation
by reusing single-use plastic. The third speaker, Gaurav Mishra, trained the participants
on the topic – Upcycling single-use plastics into Eco-bricks.

Gaurav Mishra is a student member of "National Innovation And Startup Policy (NISP)",
BHU.

He has initiated a public art project on "Beat Plastic Pollution" in association with the UN
Environment Programme and many more public art projects and exhibitions. He is a
climate counsellor at "International Centre for Culture and Education".

At the workshop, Mr Gaurav guided the audience on how to upcycle single-use plastics
and bottles into Eco-Bricks. In this interactive workshop, attendees learnt about the global



garbage crisis and learned about simple and practical solutions that we can adopt to
tackle this issue. He also described the global climate crisis and the role of plastics in it.
He demonstrated how his organisation has used single used plastics and transformed
them into beautiful exhibits. He also guided the participants on converting single-use
plastic bottles and wrappers into eco-bricks.

2) Jungle Safari: Let’s go for a Wildlife Tour

DATE: 5thOctober 2021
TIME:Round 1: 10 A.M. Round

2: 11 A.M.
Round 3: 4 P.M.

VENUE: Google Meet and Youtube Live

This event consisted of 3 rounds, which included;
a) Crosswild: Crossword Puzzle
b) Who Just Roared?: Quiz
c) Feral For Points: Quiz

The participants were given a crossword puzzle related to animals, their habitats and
wildlife in the first round and the second round was required to guess the sounds of
various animals.
The third round was also based around wildlife which had 4 topics and participants were
made to choose among one.

3) Exploring The Ignored: Wildin’ with the Wilds Won’t Help

Date: 6thOctober 2021 Time:
10 A.M.

Venue: Google Meet and Youtube Live

The last event consisted of two rounds where the critical thinking and analytical skills of
the teams were crucial to win the event.

There were two rounds in this event.
In the first round, the participants were required to guess the animal by looking at the
images of three body parts of the animals.



Those who qualified for the second round were given the name of an endangered animal
and they were asked to present various strategies on how to save them in the near future.

The success of the event was celebrated by an amazing and entertaining play. The
Dramatic Society of Hansraj College displayed a beautiful message – "the damage done
in 40 years can't be changed in 40 minutes, but it started working on an individual basis,
it may have an impactful change."

DATE NAME OF THE EVENT NO. OF TEACHERS NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

4TH OCTOBER 2021 Dunk N’ Wildlife 3 70 +

5TH OCTOBER 2021 Jungle Safari NIL 670+

6TH OCTOBER 2021 Exploring the ignored 3 590+

POSTERS FOR THE THREE EVENTS MENTIONED IN THE TABLE
GIVEN ABOVE







Screenshots taken during the events

Plastic Donation Drive
Team Green Brigade organized a Plastic Collection Drive with an aim of reducing
single use plastic waste on the occasion of World Wildlife Day. It was an offline
event where the members of the society collected much of plastic waste to
spread awareness of it harms.

Details of the event are as follows –

Date 3 March 2022



Time 10 AM – 1 PM

No of participants 40

Venue Near Amphitheatre

The drive began at 10 AM. Heads of various departments were allotted slots for their
duties along with members of the departments. Participants brought various plastic
products such as bottles, polythene bags, wrappers, containers etc. The collection
resulted in 5 Kg of single use plastic.
The drive concluded at 1 PM. All the collection was passed over to Indian
Pollution Control Association, a Non Government Organization working towards
empowering people to live in a healthier environment. The initiative and cause of Green
Brigade was much appreciated by the NGO.

POSTER FOR THE EVENT

PHOTOS TAKEN DURING THE EVENT





VASUDHA’22: COP 26, the UN Conference for Climate Change

Green Brigade: The Environment Society of CVS hosted its annual fest - VASUDHA on
8th April 2022. It was a one-day affair filled with exciting events such as The Solution
Room, the Laugh Lab, Brain Dates and a Talent show. All of this was accompanied by a
stall by Suchitra – the Fine Arts society of Zakhir Hussain College of Delhi University



Event was started with lightning of lamp and was inaugurated by our respected Principle Sir
followed by our teacher convenor Ms. Anu Satyal.The below mentioned events occurred in the
given chronology

1) The Solution Room

Date: 8thApril 2022
Time: 10:30 AM
Venue: Seminar Hall

The first event was the Solution Room where two guest speakers were invited to throw
light on our theme – COP 26, the UN Conference for Climate Change.

The first speaker was Mr. Ashish Sachdeva. He is the founder - president of Green
Dreams Foundation, a new age NGO based in New Delhi, India. In the conference, he
talked about Reduction of Methane Emissions and various climate changes that are
happening around the world. He also talked about the need of a mass participation to
save our environment at this stage.

Our second Speaker - Ms. Oindrila is a girl leader with the UN women where she is
pushing the role of Adolescence and youth of feminist leadership in climate action for
Asian Pacific Zone. In the seminar she talked about climate change, Delhi's weather and
global temperatures. She also told the audience about the global North and South
Countries.

The speaker sessions were very informative and kept the audience thoroughly engaged.

2) The Laugh Lab

Date: 8thApril 2022 Time:
10:30 A.M.

Venue: Seminar Hall

The second event of the day was the Laugh Lab, where the team invited Mr Aman Kumar.
Aman is a second-year law student and part time content creator on YouTube and
Instagram. He has performed at many stand-up comedy shows. This show was really
exciting and enjoyed by all of the audience.



Afterwards there was a thank you note given by the President Akshita Bhagat.

3) Brain Dates

Date: 8thApril 2022 Time:
10 A.M.

Venue: Google Meet
The third event was Brain Dates. It was an online product marketing competition where
the participants got an opportunity to flaunt their best marketing skills. For Round 1, each
team went through a quiz round that was held online. For Round 2, the best scored teams
had to design a product according to the situation provided and submit their product. Each
team had to show their marketing skills and were judged by our esteemed judges. The
winning team was awarded with an amazing cash price and all the participants got an
online Participation certificate.

3) Talent Show

Date: 8thApril 2022 Time:
12 P.M.
Venue: Seminar Hall

Add last event was a Talent Show. There were about 15 participants. Students from our
College came and flaunted their skills in the talent show. Some of them were singing,
rapping and beatboxing. The audience was thrilled during the talent show. The
participants also really enjoyed performing for the audience.

DATE NAME OF THE EVENT NO. OF TEACHERS NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

8TH APRIL 2022 The Solution Room 2 150 +

8TH APRIL 2022 The Laugh Lab 2 150+

8TH APRIL 2022 Brain Dates NIL 40+

8TH APRIL 2022 Talent Show NIL 200+



POSTERS FOR THE EVENT MENTIONED IN THE TABLE ABOVE

PICTURES TAKEN DURING THE EVENT
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Name of Event Link



Plastic Collection Drive

https://www.instagram.com/p/CaoTeW8hU9H/
?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=

Nature Walk

https://www.instagram.com/p/CbAqROCh3wK
/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=




